Graphs are found in a plethora of domains, including online social networks, the World Wide Web and the study of epidemics, to name a few. With the advent of greater volumes of information and the need for continuously updated results under temporal constraints, it is necessary to explore novel approaches that further enable performance improvements.
Introduction
Working with graphs in the context of stream processing is a significant shift in paradigm when compared to traditional graph processing. One must consider incoming graph updates, such as vertex and edge additions and removals. Conceptually, the graph itself could be modeling dynamic systems such as social networks, recommendation systems or the monitoring of the movement of people and vehicles, where the ability to quickly react to change would allow for useful detection of trends.
There are contexts in which approximate results, under specific error bounds, would be as equally acceptable as exact results (often better if returned more promptly), for application users and decision makers. Approximate results may allow for considerable improvements in speed (e.g., reduced latency and processing time, increased throughput) and, equally important, resource efficiency (e.g., lower resource usage, cloud computing costs, energy footprint). Traditionally, this has been addressed in the literature via techniques such as: • Graph sampling [14] : has many purposes, among which maintaining a summarization of the graph based on a sample. This is relevant both in case the complete graph is known (the sample is representative of the graph in this case) or its representation is incomplete (for which the sampling serves as an enabler of exploration). • Task dropping [23] , [13] : consists in dropping parts of a partitioned global processing task list and estimating the introduced error. Some instances of task dropping use statistical models to extrapolate results with a predefined maximum error bound. • Load shedding [2] : requires assuming a specific shedding coordination scheme in distributed systems [28] , and may also be employed in scenarios such as data warehouses and databases [27] .
Analyzing and developing novel techniques for approximate graph processing can strongly benefit many systems and applications. This would pave the road for refined high-level optimizations, in the form of Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) for graph processing, with different tiers of accuracy and resource efficiency. In this paper, we explore the trade-offs between result accuracy and speedup in graph processing, leveraging approximate computation to obtain gains in speed and resource efficiency.
We analyze the potential advantages of our model by evaluating it (in the context of our implementation) with a relevant and representative case study: the PageRank algorithm [21] . In light of our model, we discuss the challenges driven by relations between result accuracy and potential performance gains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides information on the particular method of PageRank we used for our analysis and evaluation. An overview of the GraphBolt model is provided in Sec. 3 . Section 4 describes the architecture. In Sec. 5 we present the experimental evaluation, followed by an analysis of the improvements brought about by our model. Section 6 analyzes existing state-of-the-art techniques to achieve the several sub-functionalities that we employ. Lastly, we summarize our contribution as well as a future research direction in Sec. 7.
PageRank through the power method
The PageRank algorithm [21] initializes all vertices with the same value. We focus on a vertex-centric implementation of PageRank, where for each iteration, each vertex u sends its value (divided by its outgoing degree) through each of its outgoing edges. A vertex v defines its score as the sum of values received from its incoming edges, multiplied by a constant factor β and then summed with a constant value (1 − β) with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. PageRank, based on the random surfer model, uses β as a dampening factor. If the PageRank of a vertex (also referred to as the score or rank of a vertex) is the probability that a web surfer would visit the page represented by the vertex, then the β factor is the chance of the surfer visiting another random page. Iterative versions of PageRank usually terminate when a maximum number of iterations has been reached, or when the values have converged within a predefined limit [9] .
PageRank has been built on previous definitions of vertex centrality. It has been used to determine the relevance of vertices representing web pages and its concept has been applied to other graphs such as social networks. In our use-case, we consider the computation of PageRank through the power method [6] , which is in itself an approximated PageRank algorithm. For our work, this means that whether one considers one-time offline processing or online processing over a stream of graph updates, the underlying computation of PageRank is an approximate numerical version well known in the literature. This distinction is important, for when we state GraphBolt enables approximate computing, we are considering a potential for applicability to a scope of graph algorithms, such as algorithms for computing eigenvector based centralities and optimization algorithms for finding communities/clusters in networks. Whether the specific graph algorithm itself incurs numerical approximations (such as the power method) or not, that is orthogonal to our model, which remains a valid contribution in either case.
GraphBolt Model
Our model aims to establish a computationally-conservative scheme. The goal is to enable different approximate computation strategies in exchange for result accuracy. When processing a stream of new edges, the parameters of our model highlight a subset K of the graph's vertices, known as hot vertices. The aim of this set is to reduce the number of processed vertices as close as possible to O(K). These vertices are to be used for updating current graph algorithm values. In Sec. 5 we go over our results showing that the PageRank algorithm benefits from restricting computation around this set of hot vertices.
Not all vertices are equal
In order to use only a subset K of the vertices, one will necessarily employ approximate computing techniques which make use of a fraction of the total data. For our case, we implemented in GraphBolt a summarized version [17] of the aforementioned PageRank power method. In this version, there is an aggregating vertex B. We refer to B as the big vertex -it is a single vertex which represents all the vertices outside K (our model considers outside vertices are not worth recomputing). For the original graph G = (V , E) and vertex set K, we define a summary graph
which is the set of edges with both source and target vertices contained in K. Lastly, we define E B = {(w, z) ∈ E : w K, z ∈ K } as the set of edges with sources contained inside B and target in K.
Conceptually, this consists in replacing all vertices of G which are not in K by a single big vertex B and adapting edges accordingly. The summary graph G does not contain vertices outside of K.
In its numerical version, the PageRank algorithm normally executes a certain number of iterations. In each iteration, the score of each vertex is updated. It is relevant to retain that for each iteration, the rank of a vertex v depends on ranks received through its incoming edges. By definition, the rank of the big vertex B is irrelevant -B represents all vertices whose rank is not expected to change in a significant way. With this scheme, the contribution of each vertex v K (and therefore represented in B) is constant between iterations, so it can be registered initially and used afterward. As a consequence, the summary graph G does not contain edges targeting vertices represented in B. However, their existence must be recorded: even if the outgoing edges of K are irrelevant for the computation, they still matter for the vertex degree, which influences the emitted scores of the vertices in K. Despite the fact those edges are being discarded when building G, the summarized computation must occur as if nothing had happened conceptually. To ensure correctness pertaining this fact, for each edge (u, v) ∈ E K , we store val((u, v)) = 1/d out (u) with d out (u) as the out-degree of u before discarding.
It is also necessary to record the contribution of all the vertices fused together in B. To do so, for each edge whose source w is represented in B and target z is in K, we store the rank that would originally be sent from w as val((w, z)) = w s /d out (w) where w s is the rank of w and the out-degree of w is defined as d out (w). The rank contribution of B as a single vertex in G is then represented as B s and defined as:
This way, the fusion of vertices into B is performed while preserving the global influence of ranks emitted from vertices in B to vertices in K.
Our model embodies the intuition that vertices which receive more updates have a greater probability of having their measured score 1 changed in between execution points [3] . Their neighboring vertices are also likely to incur changes, but as we consider vertices further and further away from K, ranks are likely to remain the same [2, 8] (as far as we know, this applies to PageRank and most likely many other vertex-centered algorithms like random walk [26] and greedy clustering methods).
GraphBolt aims to enable approximate computing on a stream S of incoming edge updates, in this case tested with the PageRank power method algorithm. While some of this centrality algorithm's details had to be considered to employ it with our model, Graph-Bolt's model has the potential to be applied to other classes of graph algorithms using the same principles.
Our contribution strikes a balance between two opposite graph processing strategies for when a query is to be served. Conceptually, they are: a) recomputing the whole graph; b) returning a previous query result without incurring any type of additional computation. While the former is obviously much more time-consuming, it has the property of maintaining result accuracy. The latter, on the other hand, would quickly lower the accuracy of the algorithm's results. Throughout this document, we use the term query to state that a graph algorithm's results (PageRank as our case study) are required. So when it is said that a query is executed, it means that the algorithm (PageRank) was executed, independently of it being the complete or summarized version.
Incrementally building the model
The model is based on techniques such as defining and determining a confidence threshold for error in the calculation [1] , graph sampling [14] and other hybrid approaches in order to find an effective and efficient mix. GraphBolt registers updates as they arrive for both statistical and processing purposes. Vertex and edge changes are kept until updates are formally applied to the graph. Until they are applied, statistics such as the total change in number of vertices and edges (with respect to accumulated updates) are readily available. When applying the generic concepts of our technique, a useful insight is that most likely, not all vertex scores will need to be recalculated (as shown later in our results). In our model, generating the subset K of a graph G = (V , E) depends on three parameters (r, n, ∆) used in a two-step procedure. In this execution model, from the client perspective, we consider a query to be an updated view of the algorithm information pertaining G (in our use-case, the information is the ranking of vertices). As each individual query represents an important instant as far as computation is concerned, we refer to each query as a measurement point t.
1. Update ratio threshold r. This parameter defines the minimal amount of change in a vertex u's degree in order to include u in K. Parameters r and n are parameters of GraphBolt's generic model to harness a graph algorithm's heuristics to approximate a result. In the case of PageRank, we use the vertex degree. We adopt the notation where the set of neighbors of vertex u in a directed graph at measurement instance t is written as
We further write that the degree of vertex u in measurement instance t (during GraphBolt's processing) is written as
represents the length (number of edges) of the minimum path between vertices u and v. If it is subscripted with t, we have d t (u, v) which represents the same concept but at measurement instance t. Note that this does not imply maintaining shortest paths between vertices (that would be a whole different problem). Our technique with respect to this is based on a vertex-centric breadth-first neighborhood expansion. Let us define as K r the set of vertices which satisfy parameter r , where d t (u) is the degree of vertex u, t represents the current measurement point and t − 1 is the previous measurement point: 2
2. Neighborhood diameter n. This parameter is used as an expansion around the neighborhood of the vertices in K r . It aims to capture the locality in graph updates, i.e., those vertices neighboring the ones beyond the threshold, and as such still likely to suffer relevant modifications when vertices in K are recalculated (attenuating as distance increases). For every vertex u ∈ K r , we will expand K r to include every additional vertex v satisfying parameter n, which is essentially an upper limit on the expansion diameter:
V t is the set of vertices of the graph at measurement point t.
3. Vertex-specific neighborhood extension ∆. This last parameter allows users to extend the functionality of n by fine-tuning 2 A new vertex does not have a defined previous rank -it is included in K in that case. neighborhood size on a per-vertex basis. This is achieved by accounting for specific underlying algorithm's properties which may be used as heuristics. This further allows to update the vertex ranks around those vertices that while not included by Eq. 2 or Eq. 3, are neighbors to vertices subject to change. In the context of PageRank, we use the relative change of rank in a vertex between the two consecutive measurement points t and t − 1. We thus have an extension of the expansion diameter set based on ∆:
and v s is the score 3 of vertex v and d the average degree of the currently accumulated vertices with respect to stream S. This allows us to have a fine-grained neighborhood expansion starting at v and limited by ∆ on the maximum contribution of the score of v. The intuition here is that vertex v would contribute to the PageRank of its immediate (away from v by 1 hop) neighbors (by virtue of its outgoing edges) with a value of v s d out (v) . For its neighbors' neighbors (away from v by 2 hops), the influence of v would be further diminished (because the score contribution
Additional expansions would further dilute the contribution that v could possibly have. For example, when evaluating GraphBolt with a bound of ∆ = 0.1, we keep considering further neighborhood expansion hops from v until the contribution from v drops below 10% of its score.
As a result, we then have a set of hot vertices K = K r ∪ K n ∪ K ∆ which is used as part of the graph summary construct [17] , written here as G = (V, E)).
An example of how the parameters influence the selection of vertices is depicted in Fig. 1 . The left side represents a zoom of a small portion of G (which may be composed of millions of vertices). Part a) shows the vertices whose amount of change satisfied the threshold ratio r , leading to K r : in this case, only the top vertex was included, for which its contour is a solid line with a gray fill. Part b) then shows the usage of the neighborhood expansion parameter n = 1 over the vertex of a): note how the two middle vertices are now gray as well (the one included in the previous part is colored black). This makes up K r ∪ K n . Lastly, part c) accounts for the pervertex neighborhood extension parameter ∆ and represents the set of hot vertices (for a very close zoom over a graph with potentially millions of vertices) K = K r ∪ K n ∪ K ∆ . This is depicted by coloring the bottom vertex in gray and the remaining ones in black (they are already part of K). Some dashed arrows remain to illustrate that the vertices on the other end of the edges were not included in K.
GraphBolt Architecture
The architecture of GraphBolt was designed while taking in account three information types which are inherent to the work flow. A visual depiction of the work flow is presented in Fig. 2 . The GraphBolt module will constantly monitor one or more streams of data and Algorithm 1 GraphBolt execution structure 1: OnStart 2: repeat 3: msg ← TakeMessage(stream) 4: if msg is Add then RegisterAddEdge(msg) 5: else if msg is Remove then RegisterRemoveEdge(msg) 6: else if msg is Query then 7: update? ← BeforeUpdates(graphUpdates, graphUpdateStatistics) 8: if update? then 9: ApplyUpdates(graphUpdates) 10: end if 11: response ← OnQuery(id, msg, graph, updates, statistics, infoMap, config) 12: if response = Repeat-last-answer then 13: newRanks ← previousRanks 14: else if response = Compute-approximate then 15: newRanks ← ComputeApproximate(graph, previousRanks) 16: else if response = Compute-exact then 17: newRanks ← ComputeExact(graph) 18: end if 19: OutputResult(newRanks) 20: OnQueryResult(id, msg, response, graph, summaryGraph, newRanks, jobStatistics) 21 : track the changes made to the graph. When a client requests (query) the data (in this case, PageRank results), the GraphBolt module will execute the request, which will consist of submitting a Flink job to a cluster of machines. Local execution on the GraphBolt module machine is also possible (e.g. a single high-capacity machine). In our experiments, we trigger the incorporation of updates into the graph (and then produce PageRank results) whenever a client query arrives.
The main elements of the flow of information in an execution scenario are: • Initial graph G. It represents the original state of the problem domain, upon which updates and queries will be performed. G will thus require intensive computations. • Stream of updates S. Our model of updates could be the removal e − or addition e + of edges and the same for vertices (v − , v + ). We make as little assumptions as possible regarding S: the data supplied needs not respect any defined order. To evaluate our hypothesis, however, we restricted our problem space to one composed exclusively of the edge addition operation e + . • Result R. Information produced by the system as an answer to the queries received in S. With PageRank as a case study of our module, the results are a ranking R of vertices. We aim to enable programmers to define fine-grained logic for the approximate computation, if necessary and/or desired. This is achieved through the usage of User-Defined Functions (UDFs) provided in GraphBolt. As a design decision, there are five distinct UDFs which are articulated in a fixed program structure comprising GraphBolt. The API of GraphBolt consists of these five ordered UDFs which specify the execution logic that will guide the approximate processing. These UDFs are key points in execution where important decisions should take place (e.g., how to apply updates, how to perform monitoring tasks). Users who need the additional behavior control need only customize the model by implementing their own UDF(s). Overall, this approach has the advantage of abstracting away the API's complexity, while still empowering power users who wish to create fine-tuned policies. We present in Alg. 1 these different UDFs and the structures and the workflow when serving updates and queries to the graph. For simple rules, these functions don't need to be programmed, as we supply the implementation with parameters for the simplest rules such as threshold comparisons, fixed values, intervals and change ratios.
OnStart. A preparatory function with the goal of setting up
resources such as files, databases or performing other tasks. 2. BeforeUpdates. Executed after a query q is received, but before graph updates are applied. Its purpose as a UDF is to enable programmers to choose how to process the graph updates as a function of the magnitude of their impact. It exposes: the sequence of graph operations which were pending since the last computation; statistics such as the number of changed vertices and the total amount of vertices and edges in the graph. 3. OnQuery. This function is called every time a query q arrives.
Each call is uniquely identified throughout GraphBolt's lifetime. The query is served after any processing that may have taken place in BeforeUpdates. This UDF is defined in the API to return an action indicator that will dictate how the query is to be served. It could be done by: a) by returning the last calculated result; b) performing an approximation of the result and returning it; c) providing an exact answer after a complete recalculation of the result. 4. OnQueryResult. Invoked after q's response has been processed.
This UDF is aware of the action indicator returned by OnQuery. It has access to the response's results, execution statistics (such as total execution time, physical space, network traffic, among others) and details specific to the approximation technique used (in the case of PageRank, the graph summary over which an approximation was computed). 5. OnStop. Symmetrical to OnStart, it is responsible for (if necessary) proper resource clearing and post-processing.
To employ our module, the user can express the algorithm execution using Flink dataflow programming primitives. They will be fed the updated graph and the processing infrastructure of Flink.
Implementation. Apache Flink [15] is a framework built for distributed stream processing 4 . It supports many APIs, among which Gelly, its official graph processing library. The framework features algorithms such as PageRank, Single-Source Shortest Paths and Community Detection, among others. Overall, it empowers researchers and engineers to express graph algorithms in familiar ways such as the gather-sum-apply or the vertex-centric approach of Google Pregel [19] , while providing a powerful abstraction with respect to the underlying distributed computations. We employ Flink's mechanism for efficient dataflow iterations [16] with intermediate result usage. 5 
Evaluation
Experiments were performed on an SMP machine with 256 GB RAM and 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4830 @ 2.13GHz with eight cores each. Each dataset execution was performed with a parallelism of one 6 and with either 4096MB or 8192MB of memory, depending on the dataset. This was done to simulate the conditions offered by commodity cloud [25] providers such as Amazon, Azure or Google and so that any overhead introduced by GraphBolt is not masked away by network latency or transfer times as it could be a distributed deployment of less powerful instances.
Our execution scenario is based on computing an initial PageRank (not summarized) and then processing a stream S of chunks of incoming edge additions in GraphBolt. For each chunk received in GraphBolt we: 1) integrate the new edges in the graph; 2) compute the summarized graph G = (V, E) as described in Sec. 3) and execute PageRank over it. Henceforth, we say that we are processing a query when a PageRank version (summarized or complete) is executed after integrating a chunk of updates.
To reduce the variability in our experiments, they were set up so that the stream S of edge additions is such that the number Q of queries for each dataset and parameter combination is always the same: fifty (Q = 50). For each dataset and stream size, we defined (offline) a tab-separated file containing the stream of edge additions. Additionally, for each dataset, streams were generated by uniformly sampling from the edges in the original dataset file. Different stream edge counts were used: |S| = {5000, 10000, 20000, 40000}. This has the consequence of allowing for scenarios with different edge densities |S |/Q (for 5000 edges there are 100 edges per update, for 20000 there are 400 and so on).
For each dataset and stream S of size Q, each combination of parameters (r , n, ∆) is tested against a replay of the same stream. Essentially, each execution (representing a unique combination of parameters) will begin with a complete PageRank execution followed by Q = 50 summarized PageRank executions. This initial computation represents the real-world situation where the results have already been calculated for the whole graph. In such a situation, one is focused on the incoming updates. For each dataset and stream S, we also execute a scenario which does not use the parameters: it starts likewise with a complete execution of PageRank, but the complete PageRank is executed for all Q queries. This is to generate ground-truth PageRank results against which to measure accuracy and performance of the summarized implementation on the GraphBolt model.
It is important to note that many datasets such as web graphs are usually provided in an incidence model [5] . In this model, the out-edges of a vertex are provided together sequentially. This may lead to an unrealistically favorable scenario, as it is a property that will not necessarily hold in online graphs and which may benefit performance measurements. To account for this fact, we tested the same parameter combinations with a previous shuffling of stream S (a single shuffle was performed offline a priori so that the randomized stream is the same for different parameter combinations). This increases the entropy and allows us to validate our model under fewer assumptions.
Datasets
The datasets' vertex and edge counts are shown in Table 1 , along with the associated stream size of the corresponding figures herein presented. We evaluate results over three four types of dataset: web graphs, social networks, a publication citation network and a single ego network. The web graphs and social networks were obtained from the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics [4] , [5] . CitHep-Ph [18] is the high energy physics phenomenology citation graph. The single Facebook-ego network [29] we used for testing was made of user-to-user links of the Facebook New Orleans network. This suite of datasets ensured a heterogeneous representation of realworld network examples. [29] 63,731 1,545,686 40,000 Table 1 . Except Cit-HepPh and Facebook-ego, all datasets were retrieved from the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics [5] . Web graphs are indicated by 1 and social networks by 2 .
Assessment Metrics
We measure the results of our approach in terms of: a) obtained execution speedup; reduction in number of processed b) vertices and c) edges; d) ability to delay computation in light of result accuracy. Accuracy in our case takes on special importance and requires additional attention to detail. The PageRank score itself is a measure of importance and we wish to compare summarized execution rankings against the complete version's ranks. As such, what is desired is a technique to compare rankings.
Rank comparison can incur different pitfalls. If we order the list of PageRank results in decreasing order, only a set of top-vertices is relevant. After a given index in the ranking, the centrality of the vertices is so low that they are not worth considering for comparative purposes. But where to define the truncation? The decision to truncate at a specific position of the rank is arbitrary and leads to the list being incomplete. Furthermore, the contention between ranking positions is not constant. Competition is much more intense between the first and second-ranked vertices than between the two-hundred and two-hundred and first.
We employed Rank-Biased-Overlap (RBO) [30] as a useful evaluation metric (representing relative accuracy) developed to deal with these inherent issues of rank comparison. RBO has useful properties such as weighting higher ranks more heavily than lower ranks, which is a natural match for PageRank as a vertex centrality measure. It can also handle rankings of different lengths. This is in tune with the output of a centrality algorithm such as PageRank. The RBO value obtained from two rank lists is a scalar in the interval [0, 1]. It is zero if the lists are completely disjoint and one if they are completely equal. While more recent comparison metrics have been proposed [20] , we believe they go beyond the scope of what is required in our comparisons. Effectively, the quality of our result accuracy is itself the result of a comparison (between sequences of rank lists). As far as we know, and due to the specificity of our evaluation, we believe there is no established baseline in the literature against which to compare our own ranking comparison results.
We chose parametrization values r = {0.10, 0.20, 0.30}, n = {0, 1} and ∆ = {0.01, 0.1, 0.9}, leading to 18 parameter combinations for each pair of dataset and update stream. Performance-wise, we test values of r associated to different levels of sensitivity to vertex degree change (the higher the number, the less expected objects to process per query). With n = 0, we minimize the expansion around the set K r . For n = 1, we are taking a more conservative approach regarding result accuracy. The higher the value of n is, the higher the RBO (this is demonstrated in our results). The ∆ values were chosen to evaluate individual different weight schemes applied to vertex score changes.
Additionally, regarding evaluation of the rank list RBOs, for an update density lower or equal to 200 edges per update, we used the top 1000 ranks. Above the 200 edge density, we used the top 4000 ranks. Using a higher number of ranks for the RBO evaluation favors a comparison of calculated ranks which has greater resolution, as more vertices are being compared.
Results
For each dataset we present a mix of five or six results, as relevant, to highlight upper and lower bounds of GraphBolt's performance, across relevant metrics as detailed next. These were drawn from all the 18 experiments carried out varying all parameters, as described earlier. This aims to demonstrate how GraphBolt is able to consistently achieve very relevant speedups, while ensuring high accuracy, and, at the lower end, its overhead is so small that it is never worst than baseline Flink Gelly.
Regarding the results in detail, they are tailored to illustrate each of the most relevant metrics regardng GraphBolt operation: a) summary graph vertices as a percentage of the original graph's; b) summary graph edges as a percentage of the original graph's; c) RBO evolution as the number of executions increases (it starts with a value of 1 as the complete version of PageRank is executed initially whether we use the parameters r , n and ∆ or not); d) obtained speedup for each execution (compared against the execution over the complete graph).
For each of these four, the plots shown for each metric were ordered by quality of the metric's average value. The horizontal axis is always the same: it is the sequence of queries from 1 up to Q = 50. Furthermore, we note that all figures have an amount of plots equal to the number of shown labels. Due to how the parameter combinations interact with the datasets, some combinations produced extremely similar values, leading to overlapping plots. An example of this is seen on the figures for dataset cnr-2000.
cnr-2000: we evaluate this dataset under an entropy-intensive scenario: not only do we shuffle the stream, we also set it to the maximum size out of the possible values we contemplated. With the exception of the eu-2005 and amazon-2008 datasets, all stream sizes were set to |S | = 40, 000. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , there was a tendency for decreasing size of the vertices and edges of the summary graph G, albeit with some fluctuations on the number of edges. The parameter combinations were the same for the lowest three vertex and edge summary ratios for this dataset. The same occurred with respect to the worst three vertex and edge summary ratios. The RBO continuously decreased as shown in Fig. 5 . Overall, the different parameters led to different summarized graph sizes. On this dataset, the worst speedup was above 4 as seen in Fig. 6 . eu-2005: For this dataset we focus on parameter combinations for a fixed r = 0.10. It is interesting to observe in Fig. 7 and 8 the two largest summary graph sizes: while n = 1 plays an important role, the lower value of delta boosted the inclusion in K of neighboring vertices. Figure 9 presents the evolution of RBO. As expected, n = 1 led to higher RBOs. Overall, there was a tendency for RBO decrease, which represents an accumulation of error of the summarized version with respect to the complete executions. The worst speedups obtained for this dataset were greater than 3 (and this was obtained in the context of an accuracy-oriented parameter configuration), as can be seen in Fig. 10 . enron: as can be seen in Figures 11 and 12 , the most summarized combinations of parameters all depended on n = 0 (it is a 5 Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.100 Figure 6 . cnr-2000 best three and worst three average speedups. Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.100 Figure 10 . eu-2005 subset of parameter combination average speedups.
performance-oriented parameter value). It is interesting to note that for this dataset, choosing a higher value of degree update ratio r is not necessarily going to lead to a smaller summary graph G. The smaller the value of ∆, the more weight is given to individual vertex score changes (as per Eq. 5). Figure 13 shows that the best RBOs, achieved through conservative parameter combinations, were very close to 100%, which is excellent regarding accuracy. Those same parameter combinations led to extremely low speedup values as seen in Fig. 14 . This is positive, as it highlights the flexibility of our model in terms of setting parameters for different strategies such as optimizing result accuracy, or speedup, or trying to achieve a balance.
Cit-HepPh: similar results compared to enron with respect to the dimensions of the summary graph G, as shown in Figures 15  and 16 . In Fig. 17 we see there was a far greater disparity in the evolution of RBO between the best three and worst three parameter combinations, with the three worst RBO parameter combinations having similar values and an accentuated decline. In terms of speedup, this dataset's behavior matched our formulation -the performance-oriented parameter combinations achieved the highest speedups. This is shown in Fig. 18 . Summary vertex count as a fraction of total vertices r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 11 . enron best three and worst three average vertex ratios. Figure 13 . enron best three and worst three average RBOs. dblp-2010: this dataset showed the sharpest decline tendency in the summary graph's size as the stream progressed, out of all the datasets. We present this in Fig. 19 and 20 . Still, it achieved very good results with a relative RBO above 95% (error under 5%), as shown in Fig. 21 for both the best and the worst RBO results. Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 14 . enron best three and worst three average speedups. Summary vertex count as a fraction of total vertices r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 15 . Cit-HepPh best three and worst three average vertex ratios. Summary edge count as a fraction of total edges r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 16 . Cit-HepPh best three and worst three average edge ratios. 5 10 15 PageRank similarity measure RBO r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 Figure 17 . Cit-HepPh best three and worst three average RBOs. 5 Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 18 . Cit-HepPh best three and worst three average speedups. Summary vertex count as a fraction of total vertices r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 19 . dblp-2010 best three and worst three average vertex ratios.
Like the previous dataset, the speedup behaved as described in our model (Fig. 22) . amazon-2008: in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 we see replicated the behavior of the smallest summary graph size being associated with performance-oriented parameters, and the biggest summary graph sizes associated to accuracy-oriented parameters. It is interesting to note, for this dataset, that parameter ∆ played a greater role in the quality of RBO results. Effectively, the lowest value of ∆ = 0.010 Summary vertex count as a fraction of total vertices r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 23 . amazon-2008 best three and worst three average vertex ratios. slowed down the decrease in RBO towards the final stages (around execution 37) as seen in Fig. 25 . It is thus an important parameter associated with how conservatively one wishes to treat incoming degree changes. On most parameter combinations for this dataset, ∆ was a determining factor for differencing summary graph size.
Regarding speedups, on average, the combinations with the highest values for parameter r yielded the best results ( Fig. 26 ) -this is due to r raising the required vertex degree variation before a vertex is to be included in the K r set. The worst three speedup parameter combinations produced speedups above 3.
Facebook-ego: this dataset is interesting, because despite being structured differently compared to other social networks, it obeyed the same tendencies regarding parameters. We see in Fig. 27 that overall, the summary vertex counts were higher for parameter n = 1 than n = 0. The summary graph's edges constituted a very small portion of the original graph's. As such, ∆ impacted the importance of individual vertices more than the vertex degree variation cutoff parameter r . That is shown in Fig. 28 in the fact that the combinations with (∆ = 0.900) yielded less summary edges. This is in tune with the RBO results shown in Fig. 29 . We observe that, in general, Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.900 Figure 26 . amazon-2008 best three and worst three average speedups.
the greater the value of ∆, the greater the reduction in graph size (and the lower the RBO value). Effectively, speedup is maximized by combinations of parameters that either minimize n or maximize ∆ (Fig. 30) .
For all the obtained graphs across different datasets, we generally obtained very small summary graph dimensions. In turn, this enabled the high speedup values we presented, and associated savings in computing. The obtained speedups are also indicative that, as we test with larger datasets, the benefit of executing a graph algorithm over just GraphBolt's K set instead of the complete graph, clearly outweighs the cost of computing that same set. Due to space limitations, however, we cannot display additional insights such as more detailed relations between the dataset topologies, the summary graph and the quality of results. Despite this, we believe our method has achieved a very good trade-off between result accuracy and reduction in total computation (be it in number of processed graph elements or direct time comparison). The fact that different datasets behaved similarly with respect to the summarization mechanism could be interpreted as a positive indicator that this technique may also behave uniformly for alternate graph algorithms. Summary vertex count as a fraction of total vertices r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.20, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.30, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 27 . Facebook-links best three and worst three average vertex ratios. Summarized PageRank execution speedup r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.10, n = 0, ∆ = 0.900 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.100 r = 0.10, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.20, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 r = 0.30, n = 1, ∆ = 0.010 Figure 30 . Facebook-links best three and worst three average speedups.
Related Work
The multidisciplinary aspect of our work requires considering different aspects.
Batch Processing. MapReduce-inspired techniques divide the data in many chunks to process them independently in a distributed and scalable fashion. Graphs however, as an instance of big data, have implicit interconnections which make this model hard to employ. Furthermore, graph algorithms often have an iterative nature. This conflicts with the acyclic dataflow assumption inherent to the MapReduce model.
Iterative Processing. To retain the benefits of the MapReduce computational model while adding higher-level programming operators and supporting iterative computations over the same data, new approaches emerged. Among them we have Apache Spark [31] , which has its Resilient Distributed Datasets abstraction (RDDs). RDDs are parallel data structures which allow for keeping intermediate results in memory in order to reuse and manipulate them with different operators. A contender to Apache Spark is Apache Flink [7] , which is a platform for distributed stream and batch processing. In Flink, all data is represented internally as streams -the batch processing that Flink performs is defined internally as a limited stream. Computations in Flink are expressed in user programs which define a dataflow execution graph, whose operators are then distributed across a cluster of Flink nodes. Flink also supports iterative dataflows [11] and studies have been made on their applications over graphs. We opted for Flink due to its assumed goal of unifying batch and stream processing, its rapidly growing community and due to its recent attention as a tool to process large graphs [16] .
Streams. Another limitation of the MapReduce paradigm is that it aims to process static batches of huge data and not continuous flows of data (streams). In an attempt to mitigate this disadvantage, incremental MapReduce models emerged, such as Google Percolator [22] . Stream processing systems usually receive information from heterogeneous sources and establish the processing plan as a dataflow graph (directed acyclic graph), which is then transformed into an execution graph (Flink is an example of such a system). Due to these properties, Apache Flink was chosen for implementation and development of this work.
Expressing Graph Processing. It also remains relevant to mention known approaches to expressing graph processing programs. Perhaps the most widespread model is what is known as think-likea-vertex, described in Google Pregel [19] , where computation is expressed from the point of view of the vertex itself. In this model, the user provides a function that will be executed in the context of every vertex. Each vertex receives incoming messages, performs user-specified logic and then, if necessary, produces output messages to its outgoing neighbors. This approach allows for the computation to be parallelized across the vertices. Both Spark GraphX and Flink Gelly support this model. GraphBolt's implementation of the complete and summarized versions of PageRank is expressed in this model. This model hides communication and coordination details from the users, making it a powerful abstraction.
Another model that has been proposed is the edge-centric model, debuted in X-Stream [24] . X-Stream exposes the scatter-gather programming model and was motivated by the lack of access locality when traversing edges, which makes it difficult to obtain good performance. State is maintained in vertices. This tool uses the streaming partition, which works well with RAM and secondary (SSD and Magnetic Disk) storage types. It does not provide any way by which to iterate over the edges or updates of a specific vertex. A sequential access to vertices leads to random access of edges which decreases performance. X-Stream is relevant in the sense that it explored the concept of enforcing sequential processing of edges (edge-centric) in order to improve performance.
Conclusion
Herein we presented and evaluated GraphBolt, a model and API implementation for approximate graph processing over streams that is both flexible and powerful. We designed the GraphBolt module and evaluated its approximate computing capabilities over a PageRank implementation for stream processing based on a graph summary technique. The evaluated summarized technique is built over the GraphBolt model and its parameters r, n and ∆. At the same time, it is flexible for those who wish to enrich the model by providing a well-defined structure to incorporate their own approximate processing strategies (e.g, repeating the last results if the updates were not deemed significant or performing an exact computation if too much entropy has accumulated from the update stream) and to choose between built-in behaviors. The effort of incorporating additional algorithms will also benefit from the model, as we already provide a structure which establishes an order for tasks such as ingesting updates, keeping track of accumulated operations and performing statistical analysis.
As we have shown, GraphBolt provides programmers an API with a well-defined structure to fine-tune the balance between computational effort, performance and result approximation. Our experiments in the context of PageRank leads us to conclude that GraphBolt is a viable basis for enabling efficient and configurable graph processing on other algorithms.
Future work. A direct follow-up of our work is to analyze the impact of using different stream operations (edge and vertex removals) and also varying the nature of the stream. For example, one variation could represent an edge stream corresponding to powerlaw graph growth [12] , another one could be generated through the insights of the Erdős-Rényi model [10] .
Orthogonally, we also aim to extend and reproduce GraphBolt's techniques to other problems such as maintaining online communities updated. It would be desirable to provide through our API a set of built-in personalized graph approximation algorithms. We are researching different approximation strategies based on the statistical records, from a set of manually implemented policies to automations based on machine learning.
